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Abstract

The objective of this talk is to compare the CDF W+ � 3 Jets data with Monte Carlo

predictions using the standard model with the top quark. The data is seen to be consistent

with these predictions using the the tt production rate indicated by the SVX b-tagging and

the previously reported top mass.[1]

1 Introduction

tt kinematics in W+ � 3 jet events where the W decays leptonically is presented using 67

pb�1 of data from the CDF detector. In the �rst section, distributions of directly measured

quantities such as jet or lepton energies and directions are shown. The second section examines

tt production variables requiring mass �ts to make jet assignments.

For all of the studies in this talk, the tt simulation is done with Herwig, a parton shower

Monte Carlo using leading order QCD for the hard process. The non-top QCD W+ � 3

Jets is simulated with VECBOS, a parton level Monte Carlo; Herwig is used to perform the

shower evolution of both initial and �nal state partons.[1] Only the shapes of distributions are

compared; no absolute normalization is used.

2 Directly Measured Kinematics

The goal of this section is to show that the W+ � 3 Jets data agrees with Monte Carlo

predictions for several variables using data sets with tt content varying from about 20% to

75%. This will test our understanding of both tt and QCD W+ � 3 Jets production. Several

variables are studied in order to see many projections of the complicated W+ � 3 Jets system.

In addition, using a large number of variables and data sets will minimize biases due to statistical

uctuations.

After the overview, results for two variables studied in more detail will be presented: H, the

sum of all transverse energies, and the Relative Likelihood, a function of the transverse energies

of the 2nd and 3rd highest energy jets.
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2.1 Overview: The Data Sets

For the overview, four data sets have been chosen. All data sets require a charged lepton

(electron or muon) with PT > 20 GeV and missing transverse energy (MET), i.e. neutrino,

greater than 20 GeV. The jets are ordered in transverse energy (ET ) and cuts are made on the

jets. ET (2) refers to the transverse energy of the 2nd highest ET jet. The four data sets have

the following names and characteristics:

Data Set I: Standard 3 Jet 3 Jets ET > 15 GeV 170 events

Data Set II: Mass Fitter Jet4 ET > 8 GeV 80 events

Data Set III: High Thresh Jet4 ET > 15 GeV 30 events

Data Set IV: SVX b-tags Data Set I Cuts 16 events

The �rst 3 jets are also required to have a detector � < 2:0 and any 4th jet is required to have

� < 2:4. In addition, Data Set III has a minimum dijet separation requirement in 4�4� space

of 0.6. The Data Set I cuts are essentially the same as those used for the CDF b-tag analysis.[1]

Figure 1 shows the distribution of events in the variable ET (3) +ET (4), the sum of trans-

verse energies of the 3rd and 4th jet, for Data Set 2. This variable is expected to have good

discriminating power between tt and QCD W+Jets events. Shown are the data distribution

and Monte Carlo predictions for VECBOS alone and for a mixture of 30% tt and 70% VEC-

BOS. Monte Carlo predictions are normalized to the data. The 30% tt is estimated from the

number of events with an SVX b-tag in Data Set I subtracted for background and corrected

for e�ciency. Figure 1 shows that the data is consistent with the 30-70 mixture and is a poor

match to VECBOS alone.

2.2 Overview: De�nition of Quantities Plotted

The purpose of this overview is to give a relatively complete and balanced picture of the data.

To facilitate examining many variables for the four data sets, a type of integral plot is used that

shows deviations of the data from Monte Carlo predictions in units of statistical uncertainty.

A variable is chosen and a series of cuts are made on this variable. The horizontal axis is

the fraction of TOP170 Monte Carlo events passing the cut, i.e. the e�ciency of the cut for

TOP170. This makes it easy to compare di�erent variables for the same tt cut e�ciency and

does not overemphasize the tails of the distributions.

The vertical axis is the deviation of the fraction of events above the cut from the prediction

of a VECBOS template. This deviation is in units of expected statistical uncertainty assuming

the data is distributed like the VECBOS template. If the data is assumed distributed like the

indicated mixture of tt and VECBOS, the expected statistical uncertainty is typically 1.0 to

1.5 vertical units (shown by error bars on selected data points). Remember that these are a

type of integral plot, so the errors on adjacent points are correlated.[5]

Figure 2 is a pure Monte Carlo plot comparing the predictions for several variables for

Data Set II assuming that there are 80 events of which 33% are TOP170. All the curves

start at 0.86 because that is the e�ciency of the Data Set II cuts for TOP170 (with respect

to Data Set I). The solid circles are Aplanarity (ratio of sum P2 out of the plane to sum P2
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Figure 1: Distribution of events in ET (3)+

ET (4). Points are the data, dashed is

VECBOS, and solid is 30% TOP170 and

70% VECBOS.

Figure 2: Deviation Plot comparing vari-

ables for Data Set II. This is a purely

Monte Carlo plot using 33% TOP170.

in the plane for the plane with maximum sum P2); this variable doesn't contain the energy

scale and its discriminating power is modest. The open triangles are ET (1) and it is also

modest in discriminating power. Somewhat better is H (Sum of all ET 's in the event with the

neutrino and charged lepton added separately) which is the open circles. The solid squares

are the sum of the ET of all jets above threshold. The stars are ET (3). The open squares are

(ET (2)�20)�(ET(3)�20), a product of ET (2) and ET (3) minus roughly the threshold energy,

which does slightly better than ET (2)+ET (3). Finally, the solid triangles are ET (3)+ET (4)

which has the best predicted discriminating power. The conclusion to draw from this plot is

that variables with the energy scale do better and those that emphasize ET (2), ET (3), and

ET (4) do best. Adding in the charged lepton, the neutrino, and the ET (1) tends to dilute the

discriminating power.

2.3 Overview: Description of the Data Plots

Data is shown in �gures 3 to 8. Each �gure compares one variable for the four data sets. The

solid points with selected error bars are the data. The hatched band is the expectation for no

tt; the hatched width shows the limits of the VECBOS predictions for two extreme q2 scales

for �(s): hPT i
2 and M2

W . The shaded band is the expectation with the indicated mixture of

TOP170. The width of the shaded band represents the uncertainty in the q2 scale for VECBOS

plus any indicated uncertainty in the tt percentage. The striped band is the same expectation

for TOP190.

The comparison for (ET (2)�20)�(ET (3)�20) is shown in �gure 3. The plot for Data Set

I represents 170 events. The SVX b-tag rate predicts that 18% of these events are tt. The

band widths are due only to the uncertainty in q2 scale for VECBOS; nothing is added for the
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Figure 3: Deviations for (ET(2)�20)�(ET(3)�20) in units of statistical
uncertainty. Points are data and bands are MC predictions: hatched

is pure VECBOS, shaded is the TOP170 mixture, and striped is the

TOP190 mixture.

uncertainty in the 18%.

Data Set II has 80 events. Extrapolating from the 18% for Data Set I, the tt content should

be 28-33% (depending on the extrapolation method and top mass). The band widths are due

to the uncertainties in this tt extrapolation and the q2 scale for VECBOS. Again nothing is

added for the uncertainty in the 18%. Data Set III has 30 events with an expected tt content

of 47-61% extrapolating from Data Set I. The band width contributions are the same as for

Data Set II.

There are 16 SVX b-tagged events in Data Set IV. The tt content is 64-82% based on

the calculated b-tag background and its error. This is the full uncertainty in tt content and is

included with the q2 scale systematics in the band widths. Note the power of the SVX b-tagging

to reduce systematic errors: the band widths are narrower even though they include the full

uncertainty in tt content.

One other point to note: below the cut e�ciency where the VECBOS template predicts one

event (0.5 event for Data Set IV), all data points and bands are set to zero. This happens at a

larger cut e�ciency for variables with more discriminating power.

2.4 Overview: Summary

Figures 3 to 9 are comparison plots for 7 variables: (ET(2)�20)� (ET(3)�20), Aplanarity,

ET (1), ET (3)+ET(4), H (Sum All ET ), Mass W+4Jets, and PT (electron). The variables have
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Figure 4: Deviations for Aplanarity in units of statistical uncertainty.

Points are the data; bands are Monte Carlo predictions.

Figure 5: Deviations for ET (1) in units of statistical uncertainty.

Points are the data; bands are Monte Carlo predictions.
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Figure 6: Deviations for ET (3) + ET (4) in units of statistical uncer-

tainty. Points are the data; bands are Monte Carlo predictions.

Figure 7: Deviations for H (Sum All ET ) in units of statistical uncer-

tainty. Points are the data; bands are Monte Carlo predictions.
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Figure 8: Deviations for MASS W+4Jets in units of statistical uncer-

tainty. Points are the data; bands are Monte Carlo predictions.

Figure 9: Deviations for PT of the electron in units of statistical un-

certainty. Points are the data; bands are Monte Carlo predictions.
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been chosen to give a balanced picture of the kinematics: ET (1) for the higher energy jets,

(ET (2)�20)�(ET(3)�20) for the intermediate energy jets, and ET (3)+ET (4) for the lower

energy jets. In addition the H variable sums all ET 's in the event, Aplanarity is an event shape

variable, Mass W+4Jets includes longitudinal energy, and PT (electron) is a variable with little

dependence on the jet energy scale. Most of the data points are within one sigma of the

expectation of VECBOS plus tt with top mass of 170-190 GeV; the rest are within two sigma.

Mass W+4Jets (�gure 8), nominally the tt invariant mass, is the only variable with lon-

gitudinal energy. Since VECBOS type events can have large longitudinal energies with large

uncertainties, the bands for this variable are wide and its discriminating power between VEC-

BOS and tt is diluted.

Aplanarity (�gure 4) is the only variable without direct dependence on the energy scale. For

this reason, the Monte Carlo predictions for the two di�erent top masses are almost identical.

Another point of interest is that the distribution of tt events in aplanarity is closer to the

distribution of VECBOS events with q2 = hPT i
2 than to the distribution of VECBOS events

with q2 = M2
W . This means that the upper edges of the bands in �gure 4 correspond to the

q2 = hPT i
2 prediction while in the rest of the plots the upper edges of the bands correspond to

q2 = M2

W .

Note that Data Set III, which is rich in tt events and avoids the larger systematic uncer-

tainties associated with lower energy jets and less well separated jets, has good agreement with

Monte Carlo predictions. And Data Set IV, the SVX b-tags, which is richer tt events and

minimizes the uncertainties due to the q2 scale for VECBOS also has agreement with Monte

Carlo predictions.

Many other variables have been studied. These include: ET (2), ET (4), MET, PT (muon),

cos(��J)max, PT (W ), Circularity,Mmin
JJ , �max

J , and
X

ET (jets). They are all consistent with the

Monte Carlo expectations. The conclusion is that the data agrees with Monte Carlo predictions

using the tt content indicated by the SVX tagging rate.

2.5 Detailed Analysis Using the H Variable

H, the sum of all the ET 's in the event, is a simple, global variable that is approximately the

transverse mass of the tt system. Its good correlation with the Top Mass provides a check on

the top mass and number of tt events. The analysis includes a thorough study of systematics.[2]

Data Set II cuts, requiring ET (4) > 8 GeV, de�ne a signal sample. There are 99 events,

a few more than for the Overview Plots, primarily because an extra trigger path is allowed

and there is slightly di�erent background removal. Control samples, with low tt content for

studying systematics, are de�ned by vetoing events having ET (4) > 8 GeV. The low threshold

control sample requires the ET > 8 GeV for the �rst three jets; the high threshold control

sample has the same 15 GeV requirement as the signal sample.

For the low threshold control sample, VECBOS with q2 = hPT i
2 reproduces the turn-on of

H better than VECBOS with q2 = M2
W ; however, systematic uncertainties in the jet energy

scale could explain much of the di�erence. For the high threshold control sample and signal

sample, the agreement is equally good using the two di�erent q2 scales for VECBOS.

The distribution of the 99 signal sample events is shown in �gure 10. Also shown is the best
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Figure 10: Distributions in H: solid is data,

dashed is best �t, and dotted is TOP180

component of best �t.

Figure 11: Negative log-likelihood for the �t

of the data to VECBOS plus tt vs top mass.

�t to the data of a mixture of tt and VECBOS with q2 = hPT i
2. The Data Set II overview plot

for H in �gure 7 shows the same behavior: the data rises above the Monte Carlo prediction as

the cut in H is hardened (i.e., as cut e�ciency decreases) and then falls below the prediction

for the hardest cuts (the high H tail).

Figure 11 shows the negative log-likelihood for the two component �t as a function of the

top mass. The best �t is 180 � 12(stat:)+19
�15

(sys:) GeV top mass and 56 � 10 � 5 tt events.

Using q2 = M2
W for VECBOS gives 184� 15+19

�15 GeV and 45� 11� 5 events. The masses are

consistent within errors to the reported top mass of 176 GeV[1]; the number of tt events is

consistent with the 34� 10� 5 expected from the SVX b-tag rate in Data Set I.

2.6 Kinematic Separation Using the Relative Likelihood

The Relative Likelihood (Lrel) variable is a function of ET (2) and ET (3) with good discrim-

inating power. Lrel was used for previously published Run 1A results and it doesn't use

ET (4) which has larger systematic uncertainties.[3][4] It is similar to the overview variable

(ET (2)�20)�(ET(3)�20) described earlier. The exact functional form of Lrel is as follows:

Lrel =

" 
1

�

d�tt

dET (2)

!, 
1

�

d�QCD

dET (2)

!#
�

" 
1

�

d�tt

dET (3)

!, 
1

�

d�QCD

dET (3)

!#

Events with ln(Lrel) < 0 are more likely to be QCD W + Jets and those with ln(Lrel) > 0 are

more likely to be tt.

The data set for this analysis is similar to Data Set I, except the jet ET threshold is a
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Figure 12: Control Sample: The top plot

shows Monte Carlo expectations and the

bottom plot the data (b-tags are shaded).

Figure 13: Signal Sample: The top plot

shows Monte Carlo expectations and the

bottom plot the data (b-tags are shaded).

little lower giving a longer lever arm and more resolving power. Also there is a minimum dijet

separation requirement and di�erences in the MET cut. The result is a total of 158 events.

The maximum cos(�) in the center of mass for the three highest ET jets divides the data

set into a `Signal Sample' and a `Control Sample'. The `Signal Sample' with cos(��j )max <

0:7 is more central and richer in tt. Figure 12 shows the 111 event `Control Sample' with

cos(��j )max > 0:7. It should have about 75% of the VECBOS type events (QCD W+Jets) and

50% of the tt events. The top plot shows the Monte Carlo predictions and the bottom plot

shows the data with the b-tags shaded. The `Control Sample' should be mostly VECBOS type

events and the data shape is consistent with this.

The 47 events in the `Signal Sample' should contain about 50% of the tt events and only

25% of the VECBOS type events. The shape of the data shown in �gure 13 is much atter

than that predicted by VECBOS and is consistent with signi�cant tt content. The tagged

events are clustered at ln(Lrel) > 0 con�rming that the Lrel variable is good at identifying tt

events. There are 22 events with ln(Lrel) > 0 and the probability that this is due to a statistical

uctuation of the VECBOS distribution is conservatively estimated at 0.0026. This probability

was calculated using the worst case q2 = M2
W for VECBOS and the worst case jet energy scale.

3 Kinematics Requiring a Mass Fit

With the existence of the top quark established, tt production properties are of great interest.

To study them, jet assignments are made using a mass �t. The constraints of the mass �t also

improve the resolution of kinematic quantities. However, the mass �t is not perfect because of

combinatorics and gluon radiation, so the data must be compared to Monte Carlo events that

have undergone the same analysis.
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Figure 14: PT of the tt system. Points are

the 88 data events, dotted is VECBOS, and

dashed is VECBOS+TOP175.

Figure 15: PT of the tt system. Solid his-

togram is the 19 b-tags, dotted is VECBOS,

and dashed is VECBOS+TOP175.

The data set is same as that used for the H analysis (Data Set II cuts). There are 99 events

and 88 of these have a mass �t with a satisfactory chisquare< 10. Requiring either an SVX or

a `soft lepton' b-tag leaves 23 event of which 19 have a satisfactory mass �t.

Figure 14 shows the PT of the tt system for the 88 events with a good mass �t. Figure 15

shows the same distribution for the 19 b-tagged events. For the b-tagged events, the tagged jet

is constrained to be a b-jet. The agreement is good for both plots.

3.1 Mass of tt System.

A quantity that has generated more interest is the mass of the tt system. Figure 16 shows the

tt mass for the 88 events with a good mass �t. Fig 17 shows the tt mass for the 19 b-tags.

These plots are consistent with Monte Carlo predictions within the statistical accuracy of the

data.

There are theoretical papers about possible structure in the tt mass. One conjecture is that

there is a technicolor Z' that decays to tt that would help explain why the measured cross-

section is larger that the standard model prediction.[6] Also some people have noticed a small,

but not statistically signi�cant, excess of events in the region of 500 GeV in �gure 17.

By constraining the top mass in the mass �t to the best measured value of 176 GeV, the

resolution of the tt mass is improved in the region of a peak by about a factor of 2 according

to Monte Carlo studies. Even if the top mass of 176 GeV is not correct, there is still an

improvement in resolution with the tt mass peak shifted by twice the error in the top mass.

Figure 18 shows the prediction for the tt mass spectrum with the top mass constraint for
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Figure 16: The tt mass. Points are the 88

data events, dotted is VECBOS, and dashed

is VECBOS+TOP175.

Figure 17: The tt mass. The solid histogram

is the 19 b-tags, dotted is VECBOS, and

dashed is VECBOS+TOP175.
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Figure 18: Predicted tt mass distributions
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Figure 19: The tt mass with the top mass

constrained to 176 GeV. The solid histogram

is the 17 b-tags, dotted is VECBOS, and

dashed is VECBOS+TOP175.
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standard model top alone and for a mixture with 400, 500, and 600 GeV Z'. The contribution

of the QCD W+Jets background is not included but should only be about 25%. The 17 events

with a good mass �t using a 176 GeV top mass constraint are compared to the expected

standard model contributions in �gure 19. The data is still consistent with the standard model.

Another look at the tt mass is given by �gure 8. In particular, Data Set III has the

advantage of being rich in tt and of having only events with better jet separation and higher

ET (4). Although the mass resolution is worse, better de�ned jets and additional tt events not

in �gure 19 make Data Set III interesting. Note that a 500 GeV tt mass corresponds to a 0.11

cut e�ciency for Data Set III (increasing to 0.18 for Data Set I). Again, the agreement of the

data in �gure 8 with the predictions for standard model top is good.

4 Summary

Currently the data seems consistent with the standard model with the top quark. By the

end of the present run we should accumulate another 60 pb�1 of data. We should have a

better understanding of the systematics and the data will provide more constraints on this

understanding. The emphasis will change to studying the production variables for top. We

should soon be showing variables such as PT (top), �(top), and the polarization of the W.
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